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Abstract
An instrument manipulates a treatment that it does not entirely control, but the instrument affects the
outcome only indirectly through its manipulation of the treatment. The idealized prototype is the randomized
encouragement design, in which subjects are randomly assigned to receive either encouragement to accept the
treatment or no such encouragement, but not all subjects comply by doing what they are encouraged to do,
and the situation is such that only the treatment itself, not disregarded encouragement alone, can affect the
outcome. An instrument is weak if it has only a slight impact on acceptance of the treatment, that is, if most
people disregard encouragement to accept the treatment. Typical applications of instrumental variables are
not ideal; encouragement is not randomized, although it may be assigned in a far less biased manner than the
treatment itself. Using the concept of design sensitivity, we study the sensitivity of instrumental variable
analyses to departures from the ideal of random assignment of encouragement, with particular reference to
the strength of the instrument. With these issues in mind, we reanalyze a clever study by Angrist and Krueger
concerning the effects of military service during World War II on subsequent earnings, in which birth cohorts
of very similar but not identical age were differently “encouraged” to serve in the war. A striking feature of this
example is that those who served earned more, but the effect of service on earnings appears to be negative;
that is, the instrumental variables analysis reverses the sign of the naive comparison. For expository purposes,
this example has the convenient feature of enabling, by selecting different birth cohorts, the creation of
instruments of varied strength, from extremely weak to fairly strong, although separated by the same time
interval and thus perhaps similarly biased. No matter how large the sample size becomes, even if the effect
under study is quite large, studies with weak instruments are extremely sensitive to tiny biases, whereas studies
with stronger instruments can be insensitive to moderate biases.
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War and Wages: The Strength of Instrumental Vari-
ables and their Sensitivity to Unobserved Biases
Dylan Small and Paul R. Rosenbaum1, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
Abstract. An instrument manipulates a treatment that it does not entirely control, but
the instrument a¤ects the outcome only indirectly through its manipulation of the treat-
ment. The idealized prototype is the randomized encouragement design: subjects are
randomly assigned to receive either encouragement to accept the treatment or no such
encouragement, but not all subjects comply by doing what they are encouraged to do,
and the situation is such that only the treatment itself, not disregarded encouragement
alone, can a¤ect the outcome. An instrument is weak if it has only a slight impact on ac-
ceptance of the treatment, that is, if most people disregard encouragement to accept the
treatment. Typical applications of instrumental variables are not ideal: encouragement is
not randomized, though it may be assigned in a far less biased manner than the treatment
itself. Using the concept of design sensitivity, we study the sensitivity of instrumental
variable analyses to departures from the ideal of random assignment of encouragement,
with particular reference to the strength of the instrument. With these issues in mind,
we reanalyze a clever study by Angrist and Krueger (1994) concerning the e¤ects of
military service during World War II on subsequent earnings, in which birth cohorts of
very similar but not identical age were di¤erently encouragedto serve in the War. A
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striking feature of this example is that those who served earned more, but the e¤ect of
service on earnings appears to be negative; that is, the instrumental variable analysis
reverses the sign of the naive comparison. For expository purposes, this example has the
convenient feature that, by selecting di¤erent birth cohorts, one can create instruments
of varied strength, from extremely weak to fairly strong, though separated by the same
time interval, and therefore perhaps similarly biased. No matter how large the sample
size becomes, even if the e¤ect under study is quite large, studies with weak instruments
are extremely sensitive to tiny biases, whereas studies with stronger instruments can be
insensitive to moderate biases.
Keywords: Design sensitivity; observational study; sensitivity analysis.
1 World War II Veteran Status and Earnings
1.1 Who Served? What E¤ects Did Service Have on Earnings?
As an illustration of instrumental variable methods, we perform certain alternative
analyses of a very nice study by Angrist and Krueger (1994) which concerned the
e¤ects on male earnings of serving in the military during World War II (WWII).
Does military service raise or lower earnings? For a specic man, military service in
WWII might interrupt education or career, and so cause that man to earn less than
he would have if he had not served. Alternatively, for a specic man, if the labor
market favored veterans, or if various veterans programs conferred advantages, then
military service in WWII might cause that man to earn more than he would have if he
had not served. The familiar distinction between association and causation is that
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these questions concern the e¤ects caused by military service for the same man; they
do not simply compare the di¤erent men who happened to be WWII veterans and
those who happened not to be WWII veterans. Men may be rejected for military
service for reasons of ill health or criminal behavior, and others may legally avoid
or illegally evade military service, so that one expects veterans and nonveterans of
WWII to di¤er in earnings quite apart from any e¤ect caused by military service.
Angrist and Krueger based their analysis on the 5% public use sample of the
1980 U.S. Census. To preserve condentiality, the Census data do not contain
dates of birth, but they do contain years and quarters of birth. Census data have
certain limitations which a¤ect the original analysis by Angrist and Krueger and our
reanalysis in parallel ways. The Census data describe individuals who responded to
the Census, and to do that, a man had to be alive and a respondent to the long form.
Moreover, a mans description in 1980 of his childhood in the rst half of the century
is accepted as accurate, even though it may contain errors, and conceivably veteran
status could a¤ect these errors. The information about childhood that we use is:
quarter of birth, race, age, education up to eight years, and location of birth. If
veteran status altered recall or reporting of this information, these errors would not
be evident in the Census data. Serving in the military during the WWII a¤ected
survival, directly in the form of trauma during the war, but also in subtler ways, such
as boosting tobacco use (Bedard and Deschênes 2006), but it is unclear whether and
to what extent survival was related to potential earnings. There have been some
studies of twin pairs who served in WWII (e.g., Taubman 1976), but they do not
address the issue of the earnings of the co-twin of men killed in the war. With
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Census data alone, the possibility cannot be eliminated that one of these limitations
has distorted income comparisons.
1.2 A Picture of the Instrumental Variable Argument
Figure 1 depicts the 1980 earnings of 14,000 men born in the second half of 1926, or in
quarters 3 or 4 of 1926 (henceforth Q3 or Q4), by World War II veteran status. The
left boxplot for WWII veterans describes 10,571 men, the remaining 3,429 men being
in the right boxplot, so 10; 571=14; 000 = 75:5% of these men were WWII veterans.
The maximum earnings recorded by the Census in the microdata is $75,000, a fairly
high level in 1980, so the top earnings and the mean earnings are distorted, but
the quartiles are not. A total of 1.5% of men were recorded as having censored
incomes of $75,000+. Table 1 gives the quartiles and the trimean (i.e., twice the
median plus the extreme quartiles divided by four). For men born in the second
half of 1926, the WWII veterans earned about $4,500 more in 1980. The $4,500
di¤erence is association, not causation: it merges the e¤ects of military service with
the nonrandom sorting of men into WWII veterans and others. To believe that the
$4,500 di¤erence is the e¤ect caused by service in WWII is tantamount to believing
that the division of men into WWII veterans and others was e¤ectively the same as
random assignment in a clinical trial.
Following the spirit (but not the details) of Angrist and Kruegers analysis, Figure
2 provides reason to doubt that military service caused an increase of $4,500 in the
earnings of men born in the second half of 1926. As we discuss below, the contrast
between Figures 1 and 2 depicts the instrumental variable argument.
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Table 1: Earnings in 1980 of 14,000 Men Born in the Second Half of 1926 by World
War II Veteran Status.
Count Lower Quartile Median Upper Quartile Trimean
WWII Veterans 10,571 14,510 20,010 26,540 20,268
Others 3,429 10,010 15,510 22,010 15,760
Di¤erence 4,500 4,500 4,530 4,508
Each boxplot in Figure 2 depicts 14,000 men born in the second half of their
year of birth. The 1926 boxplot in Figure 2 merges the men and earnings in the
two separate boxplots in Figure 1 and Table 1. The men in the three boxplots are
matched for certain demographic variables that were almost certainly not a¤ected
by military service, that is, matched on covariates, so the data consist of 14,000
matched triples of three men, one born in 1924, one in 1926, one in 1928. The
matching controlled for: (i) quarter of birth, quarter 3 versus quarter 4, (ii) race as
white, black or other, (iii) completed  8 years of education, (iv) completed  7
years of education, (v) completed  6 years of education, (vi) Census region of birth
as Northeast, Midwest, South, West and American territories, (vii) Census division
of birth as New England, Middle Atlantic, East North Central, West North Central,
South Atlantic, East South Central, Mountain, Pacic and the American territories,
and (viii) state of birth. A random sample of 7,000 men born in Q3 or Q4 of 1924
was matched to men born in Q3 or Q4 of 1926, who in turn were matched to men
born in Q3 or Q4 of 1928, so the covariate distribution represents Q3 and Q4 of 1924.
The 14,000 triples were formed by 28,000 pairings. Of these 28,000 pairs, more than
92% were exactly matched for all eight covariates, and 99% were exactly matched
for covariates (i) through (vi), that is, for everything including the Census region
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except for the Census division and individual state. We did not match for education
beyond 8 years because some men may have left high school to join the military, and
military service may have either disrupted or facilitated college attendance, so later
education is an outcome that may be a¤ected by the treatment (Rosenbaum 1984).
Men born in 1924, 1926 or 1928 turned 17 years old in, respectively, 1941, 1943
and 1945. Men born in 1924 or 1926 were of prime age for military service in WWII,
whereas those born in the last two quarters of 1928 were somewhat on the young side
for military service in WWII. Indeed in Figure 2, WWII veterans comprise 78.2%
of those men born in 1924, 75.5% of those born in 1926, and 24.3% of those born in
1928. So the two left boxplots in Figure 2 are mostly WWII veterans, while the one
on the far right is mostly comprised of men who were not WWII veterans.
To believe that the $4,500 di¤erence in Figure 1 is an e¤ect caused by military
service, one would need to hold rather peculiar beliefs about what happened in Figure
2. In Figure 1, the WWII veterans earned more, but in Figure 2, the mixture of 78%
WWII veterans and 22% others born in 1924 earned about the same as the mixture
of 76% WWII veterans and 24% others born in 1926, but both earned slightly less
than a mixture of 24% WWII veterans and 76% others born in 1928. That is a
bit of a surprise if being a WWII veteran raises your income by $4,500 in Table
1: one would have expected higher earnings when there were more WWII veterans.
In 1980, the 1928 cohort is 2 years younger than the 1926 cohort, which is 2 years
younger than the 1924 cohort, but the 1924 and 1926 cohorts earned about the same.
It is possible that either Figure 1 or Figure 2 or both are a¤ected by selection biases:
the men in the boxplots may di¤er. The selection bias in Figure 1 would be the
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division of men into WWII veterans and others, and because that is partially based
on health and criminal record, a substantial selection bias is not implausible. In
contrast, aside from two years of age in Figure 2, the bias would have to reect
systematic di¤erences between the types of men born in di¤erent years.
Instrumental variable methods are widely used in economics. Two other appli-
cations of instrumental variables to study the e¤ects of military service on earnings
are Angrist (1990) and Imbens and van der Klaauw (1995).
2 Notation and Review
2.1 The Matched Encouragement Design
The randomized encouragement design (Holland 1988) is an experimental design that
serves as a prototype for the instrumental variable argument, in the specic sense that
random assignment of encouragement to accept the treatment ensures that one of
the assumptions of the instrumental variable argument is true. In an encouragement
experiment (Holland 1988), some subjects are picked at random and encouraged to
accept the treatment, but not everyone does what they are encouraged to do, and
only the treatment itself and not encouragement alone can a¤ect the outcome. In this
structure, there can be substantial selection bias in accepting the treatment, but this
can removed through an instrumental variable analysis, as is carefully developed by
Angrist, Imbens and Rubin (1996); see also Sommer and Zeger (1991), Frangakis and
Rubin (1999) and Tan (2006). Encouragement is an instrument for the treatment
actually received. Section 2 denes notation and reviews ideas about permutation
inference with instrumental variables from Rosenbaum (1996, 1999, 2002a), Greevy,
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et al. (2004), and Imbens and Rosenbaum (2005).
There are I pairs, i = 1; : : : ; I, of two subjects, j = 1; 2, exactly matched for
observed covariates, xij, that is, for variables measured prior to treatment assign-
ment and hence una¤ected by treatment; exact matching ensures xi1 = xi2, for
i = 1; : : : ; I. In addition to the observed xij, there may be unobserved covariates,
uij, but these cannot be controlled by matching, so typically ui1 6= ui2. In a matched
encouragement design,one subject in each pair, denoted Zij = 1, is encouraged to
accept a high dose of the treatment, while the other subject, denoted Zij = 0, is not
so encouraged, so 1 = Zi1 + Zi2 for i = 1; : : : ; I. In a randomized encouragement
experiment, Zi1 is determined by a ip of a fair coin, independently in di¤erent pairs,
with Zi2 = 1 Zi1, but in an observational study the assignments Zij may be biased
so that certain subjects are more likely to receive encouragement than others.
Each subject ij has two potential responses, rTij if encouraged, Zij = 1, or rCij if
not encouraged, Zij = 0, so the e¤ect of encouragement, rTij   rCij, is not observed;
see Neyman (1923) and Rubin (1974). The observed response for ij is Rij = ZijrTij+
(1  Zij) rCij. If encouraged, Zij = 1, subject ij receives treatment at dose wTij,
and if not encouraged, Zij = 0, at dose wCij, so the dose actually received is Wij =
ZijwTij+(1  Zij)wCij. WriteF = f(rTij; rCij; wTij; wCij; xij; uij) ; i = 1; : : : ; I; j = 1; 2g,
and write Z for the event fZi1 + Zi2 = 1; i = 1; : : : ; Ig.
When Wij is binary, Angrist, Imbens and Rubin (1996) say that subject ij is
an always taker if (wTij; wCij) = (1; 1), a never taker if (wTij; wCij) = (0; 0), a
complier if (wTij; wCij) = (1; 0), and a deer if (wTij; wCij) = (0; 1). Always
takers and never takers ignore encouragement, compliers do what they were encour-
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aged to do, and deers do the opposite of what they were encouraged to do. Angrist,
Imbens and Rubin (1996) mostly assume there are no deers.
In Fishers (1935) theory of randomization inference in experiments, quantities,
such as the observed response, Rij, and the observed treatment, Wij, that depend on
the randomly assigned treatment, Zij, are random variables, but the covariates and
potential responses, F , are xed features of the nite population of 2I subjects. To
speak of a quantity as xed is to say that all probabilities are implicitly conditional
probabilities given the values of xed quantities. In particular, random assignment
of encouragement within pairs ensures Pr (Zij = 1 j F ; Z) = 12 for all i; j with in-
dependent assignments in distinct pairs. Write Z = (Z11; Z12;Z21; : : : ; ZI2)
T for the
2I-dimensional vector of treatment assignments, and let 
 be the set of 2I possible
values z of Z. In a randomized encouragement design, Pr (Z = z j F ; Z) = 1=2I for
each z 2 
. Write R = (R11; : : : ; RI2)T , rC = (rC11; : : : ; rCI2)T , etc.
2.2 Randomization Inference in a Randomized Encouragement Design
A simple model says the e¤ect of encouragement on response is proportional to its
e¤ect on the treatment received,
rTij   rCij =  (wTij   wCij) ; (1)
where in the current study, wTij and wCij are each binary, but (1) is also applicable
in other studies with continuous doses of treatment. If (1) is true, then
Rij    Wij = rTij   wTij = rCij   wCij = aij, say, (2)
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takes the same value whether or not the jth subject in pair i is encouraged, that
is, whether or not Zij = 1 or = 0, so aij is a function of F and is xed. In a
randomized encouragement experiment, exact randomization inferences about  in
(1) are obtained in the following way. Consider testing H0 :  = 0 using the
observed quantity Rij   0Wij which, using (2), is
Rij   0Wij = Zij (rTij   0wTij) + (1  Zij) (rCij   0wCij)
= Zij f(rTij    wTij) + (   0) wTijg
+ (1  Zij) f(rCij    wCij) + (   0) wCijg
= aij + (   0) fZijwTij + (1  Zij)wCijg ;
so Rij   0Wij will be xed at aij if H0 :  = 0 is true, but otherwise Rij   0Wij
will tend to vary with Zij. Write D
0
i for the matched pair di¤erence in Rij 0Wij,
encouraged (Zij = 1) minus control (Zij = 0), so that
D0i = Zi1 f(Ri1   0Wi1)  (Ri2   0Wi2)g (3)
+ (1  Zi1) f(Ri2   0Wi2)  (Ri1   0Wi1)g
= (   0) fZi1 (wTi1   wCi2) + (1  Zi1) (wTi2   wCi1)g+ (2Zi1   1) (ai1   ai2)
= (   0) Si + i
where
Si = Zi1 (wTi1   wCi2)+(1  Zi1) (wTi2   wCi1) and i = (2Zi1   1) (ai1   ai2) : (4)
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If H0 :  = 0 is true in a randomized encouragement experiment, then D
0
i is
 (ai1   ai2) each with probability 12 , independently in di¤erent pairs, with
D0i 
xed, so D0i is symmetrically distributed about zero; therefore, the conditional dis-
tribution given F ; Z of Wilcoxons signed rank statistic, say T 0, computed from
D0i has its usual null distribution. On the other hand, in a randomized encourage-
ment design, if  > 0, and if encouragement to take a higher dose tends to raise
the dose received  for instance, if wTij  wCij with some strict inequalities  then
D0i is the sum of a quantity (2Zi1   1) (ai1   ai2) symmetrically distributed about 0
and a quantity (   0) fZi1 (wTi1   wCi2) + (1  Zij) (wTi2   wCi1)g with positive
expectation. The set of 0 not rejected by the test forms a condence set for .
The Hodges-Lehmann point estimate b of  is formed by equating the test statistic
to its null expectation and solving this estimating equation for b. If the treat-
ment is binary and compliance with encouragement is perfect, wTij = 1, wCij = 0,
8i; j, then rTij   rCij =  in (1) is an additive treatment e¤ect, and the procedures
just described yield conventional randomization inferences in a paired randomized
experiment. Greevy, et al. (2004) obtain randomization inferences in a random-
ized encouragement experiment of a drug intended to preserve cardiac performance
following chemotherapy for cancer.
The procedure need not use Wilcoxons signed rank statistic. Instead, it could
use the randomization distribution of (i) a combined quantile average (Rosenbaum
1999, §5) or (ii) the sample mean of the D0i (Imbens and Rosenbaum 2005) yielding
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the Wald (1940) estimator or equivalently two-stage least squares
bW = PIi=1 (2Zi1   1) (Ri1  Ri2)PI
i=1 (2Zi1   1) (Wi1  Wi2)
: (5)
Encouragement is a weak instrument if encouragement has very little impact on
the dose of treatment, so that wTij   wCij is zero or near zero for most subjects
ij. With a weak instrument, in (3), even when 0 is far from , the matched pair
di¤erenceD0i is nearly symmetric about zero, so the data contain limited information
about . In the extreme, if encouragement is always ignored, wTij = wCij, then D
0
i
in (3) is symmetric about zero for every 0, so there is no information about .
The randomization inference correctly reects this, with the condence interval for
 maintaining nominal coverage with weak instruments by becoming appropriately
longer, perhaps innite in length; see Imbens and Rosenbaum (2005) for detailed
discussion. In contrast, the usual condence interval associated with two-stage least
squares performs very poorly with weak instruments, often having coverage much
lower than the nominal level; see Bound, et al. (1995). The formula (5) hints at
the nature of the problem: when the instrument is weak, the denominator estimates
a quantity close to zero, so bW and its plug-inestimate of its standard error are
both highly unstable.
2.3 Sensitivity to Nonrandom Assignment of Encouragement in Observational Studies
In nonrandomized or observational studies, assignment to encouragement, Zij = 1, or
not, Zij = 0, is not determined by the ip of a coin, and there may be little basis for
believing that Pr (Zij = 1 j F ; Z) = 12 . A sensitivity analysis asks how departures
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from random assignment of various magnitudes might alter a studys conclusions.
One model for sensitivity analysis begins by assuming that in the population be-
fore matching on xij, encouragements Zij are assigned independently with unknown
probabilities, ij = Pr (Zij = 1 j F), such that two subjects, say subjects ij and ik,
who might be matched because they have the same value of the observed covariates,
xij = xik, may di¤er in their odds of receiving the treatment by at most a factor of
   1 because they di¤er in terms of an unobserved covariate uij 6= uik,
1
 
 ij (1  ik)
ik (1  ij)    8 i; j; k; (6)
then, after pair matching of encouraged subjects (Zij = 1) to controls (Zij = 0)
to ensure xi1 = xi2, the distribution of Z in 
 is obtained by conditioning on the
event Z. Write  = (11; 12; : : : ; I2)T . The model (6) is equivalent to a logit
model of the form log fij= (1  ij)g =  (xij) + uij, with 0  uij  1,  = log ( ),
and  () an arbitrary function (see Rosenbaum 2002b, §4), and under certain as-
sumptions Wang and Krieger (2006) argue that the scale restriction 0  uij  1
is conservative, in the sense that a binary unobserved uij creates greater sensitiv-
ity to bias than does any other unobserved uij with the same standard deviation.
Model (6) is similar in spirit, though di¤erent in detail, to the model in the rst
sensitivity analysis by Corneld, et al. (1959). In (6),   is an unknown sensitivity
parameter that is varied systematically to display the sensitivity of an inference to
departures from random assignment. If   = 1 in (6), this yields the randomization
distribution, Pr (Z = z j F ; Z) = 1=2I , for z 2 
. If   > 1, then the distribution
of treatment assignments, Pr (Z = z j F ; Z), is unknown, but the magnitude of the
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departure from random assignment is controlled by the value of  . Consider an
inference quantity, such as a signicance level, a point estimate, or one endpoint of
a condence interval. Each value of  compatible with (6) yields a value of the
inference quantity, say a signicance level. For several values of    1, a sensitivity
analysis computes the maximum and minimum value of the inference quantity for
all  compatible with (6), say the range of possible signicance levels. For instance,
in Hammonds (1964) study of heavy smoking as a possible cause of lung cancer, the
range of possible signicance levels for   = 5 was [< 0:0001; 0:03], so a bias of mag-
nitude   = 5 is insu¢ cient to explain away, as not causal, the association between
heavy smoking and lung cancer, but for   = 6 the range is [< 0:0001; 0:1] which in-
cludes values above the conventional 0.05 level. In words, even if subjects matched
for observed covariates di¤ered in terms of unobserved covariates to the extent that
one might have   = 5 times higher odds of smoking than the other, and even if
these unobserved covariates were excellent predictors of lung cancer  even then 
the association between smoking and lung cancer is too strong to be dismissed as
not an e¤ect of smoking. Compared to many other observational studies, this is a
high degree of insensitivity to unobserved biases. In general, the sensitivity analysis
reveals the magnitude of unobserved bias that would need to be present to alter the
conclusions of an observational study. For brief discussion of this approach to sensi-
tivity analysis with specic reference to matched pairs, see Rosenbaum (1993, 1999),
and for detailed discussion, including alternative but equivalent formulations of the
model, varied statistical procedures, and many examples, see Rosenbaum (2002b,
§4). For alternative models and methods of sensitivity analysis, see, for instance,
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Copas and Eguchi (2001), Corneld, et al. (1959), Gastwirth (1992), Imbens (2003),
Lin, Psaty and Kronmal (1998), Robins, Rotnitzky and Scharfstein (1999) and Wang
and Krieger (2006).
Sensitivity analysis for Wilcoxons signed rank statistic, T 0, is straightforward;
for details, see Rosenbaum (2002b, §4.3). Let T be the sum of I independent ran-
dom variables taking the values 0 or i with probabilities, 1= (1 +  ) and  = (1 +  )
respectively for i = 1; : : : ; I. In parallel, let T be the sum of I independent random
variables taking the values 0 or i with probabilities,  = (1 +  ) and 1= (1 +  ) respec-
tively for i = 1; : : : ; I. It is straightforward to show that under the null hypothesis
H0 :  = 0, for all  satisfying (6)
Pr
 
T  t  Pr  T 0  t  F ; Z  PrT  t ; (7)
which yields bounds on signicance levels, and hence also bounds on condence in-
tervals. The bounds in (7) are sharp: they are attained for particular  satisfying
(6). For   = 1, the inequalities in (7) become equalities and yield the familiar null
randomization distribution of Wilcoxons signed rank statistic. For a specic  , letet be the value such that  = PrT  et, so if T 0  et then the upper bound on
the signicance level is less than or equal to  for this  , so 0 is rejected at the 
level. (Typically, we take  = 0:025 in one-tail, for 0.05 level in two tails.) Splus
code for the exact distributions in (7) is given in Rosenbaum (2003), but for most
purposes, a large sample approximation su¢ ces. The expectation and variance of T
and T are E

T

= I (I + 1) =2, E
 
T

= (1  ) I (I + 1) =2, var

T

= var
 
T

=
 (1  ) I (I + 1) (2I + 1) =6 where  =  = (1 +  ), which reduce to the familiar null
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expectation and variance of the signed rank statistic when   = 1. As I ! 1,
the bounds in (7) may be approximated using the central limit theorem, compar-
ing the deviates
n
T 0   E

T
o
=
r
var

T

and

T 0   E  T	 =qvar  T to the
standard Normal distribution. By slightly redening T and T , it is straightforward
to allow for ties in the responses. The calculations are illustrated in §3.
3 Example: Some Empirical Results
3.1 Analysis Assuming the Instrument is Strictly Valid
If the instrument is strictly valid in the sense that Pr (Z = z j F ; Z) = 1=2I , for
z 2 
 and (1) are true, then inference about  may be based on comparingWilcoxons
signed rank statistic, T 0, to its usual null reference distribution to test H0 :  = 0.
Assuming the instrument is valid, Figure 3 plots the standardized deviate for testing
H0 :  = 0 against 0 for two groups of 14,000 pairs of men in Figure 2, the 1928 vs
1926 pairs where birth year is a strong instrument for service in WWII, and the 1924
vs 1926 pairs where birth year is a very weak instrument. Also plotted in Figure 3
are horizontal lines at 1:96, the upper and lower 0.025 percentiles of the standard
Normal distribution. The plots of deviate values cross the horizontal lines at the
endpoints of the large sample 95% condence limits.
Consider, rst, the strong instrument, the 1928 vs 1926 pairs. The deviate curve
crosses 1:96 at  1; 445 and  500, so the 95% condence interval for the e¤ect of
WWII service is [ 1; 445;  500], so service is estimated to have depressed earnings
by between $500 and $1,445. This negative treatment e¤ect is in sharp contrast to
the positive association of earnings with WWII service in Figure 1 and Table 1. The
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deviate for testing the hypothesis suggested by Figure 1, namely H0 :  = $4; 500,
is 22.37, so it falls in the extreme tail of the standard Normal distribution. If the
instrument were valid for the 1928 vs 1926 pairs, it would be very clear that the
di¤erence in Figure 1 is generated by selection bias in service in WWII, and that
service reduced earnings.
The second deviate curve in Figure 3 is for the 1924 vs 1926 pairs, where the
instrument is very weak, because the fraction of men serving in these two years
is very similar. The second deviate curve does not cross 1:96 in Figure 3, so
none of these hypotheses are rejected. The deviate curve crosses 1:96 far outside
the limits of Figure 3, at  $10; 130 and $10; 750, so the 95% condence interval is
[ 10; 130; 10; 750]. This interval is quite long: the e¤ect of roughly $10; 000 is
large when compared with the median earnings for veterans of roughly $20; 000 in
Table 1.
It should be emphasized that, in these pairs, there was only a slight shift, if any, in
earnings from the men born in 1924 to the men born in 1926. The conventional 95%
condence interval for a location shift, 1926-minus-1924, in 1980 earnings, using
Wilcoxons signed rank statistic is  $250 to $240. Stated informally, the second
deviate curve in Figure 3 is nearly at because it is trying to apportion a tiny,
perhaps zero, shift in earnings to a tiny shift in the fraction of WWII veterans.
In this example, we know when, where and why the instrument is strong or weak:
the strong instrument is created by the ending of WWII. In some other situation, we
might have pairs that mixed strong and weak instruments, with no way to distinguish
them. What would happen if the instrument were sometimes strong, sometimes
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weak? Just to illustrate what can happen, we combined the two sets of pairs in two
di¤erent ways. In the rst way, we formed 14,000 triples and built the condence
interval for  using the aligned rank statistic of Hodges and Lehmann (1962), which
generalizes the signed rank test for matched pairs to matched sets. With 14,000
triples, this yields a 95% condence interval for  of [ 1; 971;  227], which is longer,
not shorter, than the interval [ 1; 445;  500] based on the 14,000 pairs from 1928
to 1926. Our rst approach is strictly correct, because it takes account of the
fact that the same man born in 1926 appears in a 1924-1926 pair and in a 1926-
1928 pair, creating dependence between these two pairs. Our second approach
incorrectly applies Wilcoxons signed rank test to the merged 28,000 pairs, ignoring
the dependence. Dependence can invalidate the level of Wilcoxons signed rank
test; see Gastwirth and Rubin (1971). If this is ignored, the 95% condence interval
based on 28,000 pairs is [ 1; 524;  261], which is again longer, not shorter, than the
interval [ 1; 445;  500] based on the 14,000 pairs from 1928 to 1926. The 14,000
weak pairs were able to produce a nite condence interval of [ 10; 130; 10; 750] on
their own, so they contain some information; however, their addition to the strong
pairs is a loss, not a gain, and this is true whether the (correct) aligned rank test or
the (incorrect) signed rank test is used.
3.2 Sensitivity Analysis for a Nonrandom Instrument
Aside from veterans status and two years of age, men born in the last half of 1926 are
not expected to di¤er dramatically from men born in the last half of 1928, but some
di¤erences are possible if not likely. There are many gradual, long term trends in
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fertility, education, apprenticeship and employment that a¤ect earnings, and a small
part of the long term trend may bias comparisons of workers born two years apart.
There is little point in conducting a sensitivity analysis for the weak instrument,
1924 versus 1926, since it does not provide useful information even assuming it is
valid,   = 1. For the strong instrument, 1926 versus 1928, Figure 4 depicts a part
of the sensitivity analysis, plotting the two deviates,
n
T 0   E

T
o
=
r
var

T

and

T 0   E  T	 =qvar  T, for the bounds in (7) when   = 1:2, with additional
values of   considered in Table 2. The two bounding curves describe, in e¤ect,
the most extreme possible disturbance that could be produced by an unobserved
binary covariate uij whose odds ratio with year-of-birth, 1926 to 1928, is at most
  = 1:2. With no unobserved bias,   = 1, the 95% condence interval for the
e¤ect of WWII service on 1980 earnings in dollars, , was [ 1; 445;  500], but with
  = 1:2, the lower endpoint of the interval could be as low as  $3; 745 and the
upper endpoint could be as high as $1; 735, so the $4; 500 di¤erence in Figure 1
remains implausible as an e¤ect of WWII service, but substantial gains or losses are
possible. Even with   = 1:05 just barely di¤erent from   = 1, the null hypothesis
of no e¤ect, H0 :  = 0, cannot be rejected, as the minimum standardized deviate isn
T 0   E

T
o
=
r
var

T

= 1:55.
Table 2 considers other values of   and four specic hypotheses. The random-
ization distribution,   = 1, rejects at the 0.001 level all positive e¤ects of service in
WWII, but with a fairly small bias of   = 1:2, neither H0 :  = 0 nor H0 :  = 1; 000
is rejected at the one-sided 0.05 level. The dramatic di¤erence in Figure 1 is rejected
as too large to be an e¤ect for   = 1:5 but this is no longer true for   = 1:6. An
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Table 2: Upper Bound on One-Sided Signicance Level in the 14,000 1928 vs 1926
Pairs.
  H0 :  = 0 H0 :  = 1; 000 H0 :  = 4; 500 H0 :  = 10; 000
1 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
1.2 1.000 0.860 0.001 0.001
1.5 1.000 1.000 0.027 0.001
1.6 1.000 1.000 0.904 0.001
2.2 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.016
2.3 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.476
enormous benet,  = 10; 000, is rejected for    2:2.
In short, a naive analysis based on the comparison in Figure 1 might lead to
the conclusion that military service in WWII increased earnings by perhaps $4; 500.
A less naive analysis, based on the comparison in Figure 2 and assuming a perfect
instrument,   = 1, might lead to the conclusion that military service in WWII
reduced earnings, perhaps by  $500 to  $1; 445. A very small departure,   = 1:05,
from a perfect instrument in Figure 2 would make it plausible that WWII service had
no e¤ect on earnings. For the naive analysis in Figure 1 to be correct as an estimate
of the e¤ect of WWII service on earnings, Figure 2 would need to be distorted by a
moderate bias greater than   = 1:5.
An alternative approach to sensitivity analysis with an instrumental variable is
developed in Small (2006). When that method is applied to the data in Figure 2,
qualitatively similar conclusions are obtained.
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4 Power of a Sensitivity Analysis with an Instrumental Variable
If Zij were in fact a valid instrument, so in fact Pr (Z = z j F ; Z) = 1=2I for each
z 2 
, we could not be sure of this from empirical data, but we would hope to be
able to report that conclusions were not extremely sensitive to small biases. More
precisely, if    0 were large, so the hypothesis H0 :  = 0 were substantially in
error, and if the potential magnitude of bias   in the assignment of encouragement
were not very large, then we would hope to be able to reject the null hypothesis at
level , which we could do if the upper bound on the signicance level in (7) were
less than , and this would happen if T 0  et. Whether this hope is likely to be
realized depends on features of the studys design, in particular features of the design
that determined F . Using simple models for F , we ask: How do sample size and
strength of the instrument a¤ect the sensitivity to unobserved biases? If we knew the
instrument was valid, if encouragement had actually been assigned at random, then
we would not need to study sensitivity to nonrandom assignment of encouragement,
and a somewhat weak instrument could be o¤set by an increase in sample size. If we
were not certain that encouragement had been assigned at random, and so planned
to conduct a sensitivity analysis, then this strategy of o¤setting weakness in the
instrument by a larger sample size might or might not continue to work. It is this
issue that the current section seeks to clarify. Specically, we extend the concepts
of design sensitivity and the power of a sensitivity analysis (Rosenbaum 2004, 2005)
to cover observational studies with an instrumental variable.
The discussion in §2 and analysis in §3 were conditional given F , so tests had
correct levels and condence intervals had correct coverage rates no matter how F
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was generated; specically, (7) and resulting tests and condence intervals are correct
no matter how F was generated. In this section, we consider di¤erent models that
might generate F and how they a¤ect sensitivity. For considerations of power, a
model that generates F is needed, and as is usually done with power computations,
we will consider very simple models as alternative hypotheses, models that are too
simple to rely upon in inference about .
If the instrument is valid, thenD0i = (   0) Si+i where Pr (Zij = 1 j F ; Z) =
1
2
, i in (4) is symmetric about zero, and Si in (4) reects the strength of the instru-
ment. Using standard results in Lehmann (1998, §4.2) about the expected power of
Wilcoxons signed rank statistic, EF

Pr
 
T 0  et  F ; Z	 is approximately deter-
mined by four numbers, namely I, and in Lehmanns notation, p = Pr

D0i > 0

,
p
0
1 = Pr

D0i +D
0
j > 0

, i 6= j, and p02 = Pr

D0i +D
0
j > 0 and D
0
i +D
0
k > 0

,
with i < j < k. A valid instrument and a fully specied model for F imply values
for p, p
0
1, and p
0
2, which may be determined either by direct calculation, by numerical
calculation or by simulation. We used simulation, computing half a million indepen-
dent triples,

D0i ; D
0
j ; D
0
k

, each triple providing three correlated 1-or-0 indicators
to estimate each of p, p
0
1, and p
0
2.
For i, we consider Normal, Cauchy and logistic distributions symmetric about
zero. In power calculations, the simple model we consider for compliance (wTij; wCij)
has no deers, and the other three compliance types are purely random, independent
of i and covariates, with a multinomial distribution with probabilities A for always
takers, C for compliers, and N for never takers, A + C + N = 1. To repeat,
this purely random compliance model is never assumed in inference in §2 and §3,
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where F is xed; rather, the calculations evaluate the power of methods that do not
assume random compliance when applied to Fs in which compliance happens to be
random. Under this model, an always taker with (wTij; wCij) = (1; 1) is paired to
another always taker with probability 2A, yielding Si = 0. Continuing in this way,
Pr (Si = 1) = 
2
C +A C +N C +A N , Pr (Si = 0) = 
2
A+
2
N +A C ++N C ,
Pr (Si =  1) = A N , and 1 = Pr (Si = 1) + Pr (Si = 0) + Pr (Si =  1).
Table 3 gives power when i iid N (0; 2), and the null hypothesis is far from
correct, (   0) = = 1. Table 4 is similar, except the errors have a Cauchy
distribution. In Table 5, the errors are again i iid N (0; 2), but now (   0) = =
1
2
. In these tables, the case of   = 1 and 100% compliance, (A; C ; N) = (0; 1; 0),
is the power of a randomized experiment, with perfect compliance, and an additive
treatment e¤ect, so it is exactly the power calculation from Lehmann (1998, §4.2).
When there is noncompliance, when C < 1, there is no longer an e¤ect  that
appears in all pairs; rather,  appears with probability Pr (Si = 1), 0 appears with
probability Pr (Si = 0), and   appears with probability Pr (Si =  1) = A N .
The case of   > 1 asks: would the results be signicant in a one-sided 0.025 level
test if the signed rank statistic were compared to the upper bound in (7)? That is,
what is the probability that T 0  et? The case   = 1:2 is a nontrivial but fairly
small bias, while   = 2 is a moderate bias.
There are 2I subjects in I pairs, so a large study with low compliance, I =
100; 000 and C = 110 , is expected to have 2 I C = 20; 000 compliers and 180; 000
noncompliers, while a small study with moderate compliance, I = 100 and C = 12 ,
is expected to have 2 I C = 100 compliers and 100 noncompliers.
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When the instrument is valid, in the sense that   = 1, the power is, of course,
greater with greater compliance, but there is good power in all cases in Tables 3-5
with a sample size of I = 10; 000, and the tests are consistent, with limiting power
of 1 as I ! 1. Under the simple models and methods considered here, valid but
weak instruments eventually get it right. When   > 1, the power can tend to either
1 or 0, depending upon the strength of the instrument, (A; C ; N), the size of the
noncentrality parameter, (   0) =, and the distribution of errors i; that is, as
I !1, the probability that T 0  et tends to 0 or 1; see §5 for detailed discussion.
For instance, in Table 3 with C = 110 , the probability of rejecting H0 :  = 0
because T 0  et tends very slowly to 1 when   = 1:2 but tends to 0 when   = 2.
For a moderate bias,   = 2, in Table 3, there is excellent power of 97% in a moderate
sized study with moderate compliance, I = 1; 000 and C = 12 , and no power at all
in a very large study with fairly poor compliance, I = 100; 000 and C = 15 , even
though the smaller study contains 2 I C = 1; 000 compliers and the larger study
contains 2 I C = 40; 000 compliers.
5 Design Sensitivity
As has been seen, the power of the sensitivity analysis tends either to 0 or 1 as
I ! 1 depending upon the value of  . The shift from limiting power of 1 to
limiting power of 0 occurs at a value of   called the design sensitivity (Rosenbaum
2004, 2005), which may be shown to be the limiting solution, as I ! 1, of the
equation E 

T

= E1
 
T 0

, where E 

T

is the expectation of T in (7) assuming
the null hypothesis is true and a bias of magnitude  , and E1
 
T 0

is the expectation
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Table 3: Power of a 2-Sided, 0.05 Level Sensitivity Analysis with Normal Errors,
i  N(0; 2), and Noncentrality Parameter (   0)= = 1.
Compliance (A; C ; N)   100 1; 000 10; 000 100; 000 lim
I!1
100% (0; 1; 0) 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
50% (:25; :5; :25) 1 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
20% (:4; :2; :4) 1 0.37 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
10% (:45; :1; :45) 1 0.12 0.73 1.00 1.00 1
100% (0; 1; 0) 1.2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
50% (:25; :5; :25) 1.2 0.92 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
20% (:4; :2; :4) 1.2 0.13 0.77 1.00 1.00 1
10% (:45; :1; :45) 1.2 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.10 1
100% (0; 1; 0) 2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
50% (:25; :5; :25) 2 0.18 0.97 1.00 1.00 1
20% (:4; :2; :4) 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
10% (:45; :1; :45) 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
Table 4: Power of a 2-Sided, 0.05 Level Sensitivity Analysis with Cauchy Errors and
Noncentrality Parameter (   0)= = 1.
Compliance (A; C ; N)   100 1; 000 10; 000 100; 000 lim
I!1
100% (0; 1; 0) 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
50% (:25; :5; :25) 1 0.64 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
20% (:4; :2; :4) 1 0.15 0.84 1.00 1.00 1
10% (:45; :1; :45) 1 0.07 0.31 1.00 1.00 1
100% (0; 1; 0) 1.2 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
50% (:25; :5; :25) 1.2 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
20% (:4; :2; :4) 1.2 0.04 0.07 0.33 1.00 1
10% (:45; :1; :45) 1.2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
100% (0; 1; 0) 2 0.33 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
50% (:25; :5; :25) 2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
20% (:4; :2; :4) 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
10% (:45; :1; :45) 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
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Table 5: Power of a 2-Sided, 0.05 Level Sensitivity Analysis with Normal Errors,
i  N(0; 2), and Noncentrality Parameter (   0)= = 1=2.
Compliance (A; C ; N)   100 1; 000 10; 000 100; 000 lim
I!1
100% (0; 1; 0) 1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
50% (:25; :5; :25) 1 0.64 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
20% (:4; :2; :4) 1 0.15 0.84 1.00 1.00 1
10% (:45; :1; :45) 1 0.07 0.32 1.00 1.00 1
100% (0; 1; 0) 1.2 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
50% (:25; :5; :25) 1.2 0.32 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
20% (:4; :2; :4) 1.2 0.03 0.07 0.30 1.00 1
10% (:45; :1; :45) 1.2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
100% (0; 1; 0) 2 0.38 1.00 1.00 1.00 1
50% (:25; :5; :25) 2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
20% (:4; :2; :4) 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
10% (:45; :1; :45) 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0
of T 0 under some alternative hypothesis without unobserved bias,   = 1. For the
signed rank statistic,
E 

T

=
 
1 +  
I (I + 1)
2
and E1
 
T 0

=
I (I   1) p01
2
+ I p:
As I !1,
2
I2
E 

T

!  
1 +  
and
2
I2
E1
 
T 0
! p01,
so the design sensitivity solves p
0
1 =  = (1 +  ); therefore,   = p
0
1=
 
1  p01

.
Table 6 shows the design sensitivity for various situations. Again, in a sensitivity
analysis, the power tends to 0 as I ! 1 for   greater than the design sensitivity,
and the power tends to 1 for   less than the design sensitivity. For instance, in Table
3, with (A; C ; N) = (:45; :1; :45), and   = 1:2, the power increases very slowly to
1 as I !1, because p01=
 
1  p01

is just a hair above 1.2.
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Table 6: Design Sensitivity   = p
0
1=(1  p01) For Instruments with Varying Strength,
Three Error Distributions and Two Noncentrality Parameters.
Compliance 100% 50% 20% 10%
(A; C ; N) (0; 1; 0)
 
1
4
; 1
2
; 1
4
  
2
5
; 1
5
; 2
5
  
9
20
; 2
20
; 9
20

i (0   ) =
Normal 1 11.7 2.7 1.5 1.2
Normal 1
2
3.2 1.7 1.2 1.1
Cauchy 1 3.0 1.7 1.2 1.1
Cauchy 1
2
1.8 1.4 1.1 1.1
Logistic 1 3.9 1.9 1.3 1.1
Logistic 1
2
2.0 1.4 1.1 1.1
In Table 6, in the most favorable circumstances  Normal errors, 100% compli-
ance, and a large gap between null and alternative hypotheses, (0   ) = = 1 
the design sensitivity is   = 11:7, which is far less sensitive to unobserved biases than
Hammonds (1964) study of heavy smoking as a cause of lung cancer, which became
sensitive at   = 6. In the second column of Table 6 with a strong instrument and
50% compliance, results are sensitive to moderate biases but not to extremely small
biases. In the fourth column of Table 6 with a weak instrument, results are consis-
tently sensitive to quite small biases. Table 6 shows that, even with a very large
departure from the null hypothesis, (0   ) = = 1, no matter how large the sample
size becomes, a study with a weak instrument, say 10% compliance, will inevitably
be sensitive to quite small biases.
6 Discussion; Practical Advice
Studies that employ weak instruments face three problems: a common but easily
xed problem; a more serious problem that can be addressed by a su¢ cient increase
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in the sample size, I; and a third problem that cannot be xed no matter how large I
becomes. Beginning with Bound, Jaeger, and Baker (1995), it has been recognized
that the most common method of inference with instrumental variables, namely
two-stage least squares, gives highly misleading inferences when the instrument is
weak even when the instrument is perfectly valid (i.e.,   = 1). This rst problem
is easily xed by using other methods of inference, such as those in Imbens and
Rosenbaum (2005). The second problem is also well known: as seen in Tables 3-5,
with appropriate methods and a perfectly valid instrument (i.e.,   = 1), the power
is lower with a weaker instrument, but it does rise to 1 as I !1. In point of fact,
very large sample sizes are sometimes available from the Census or Social Security
or Medicare, so this second issue restricts the use of weak instruments but does not
eliminate their usefulness.
The third problem persists no matter how large the sample size becomes: weak
instruments are sensitive to quite small biases (  > 1 yet   := 1, say   = 1:1),
even when the e¤ect size (0   ) = is quite large. Unless one is condent that
a weak instrument is perfectly valid (i.e.,   = 1), its extreme sensitivity to small
biases in Table 6 is likely to limit its usefulness to the study of enormous e¤ects,
(0   ) = >> 1. In contrast, a strong instrument may provide useful information
even if moderate biases are plausible. Several practical consequences follow.
1. A small study with a stronger instrument is likely to be much less sensitive
to bias than a vastly larger study with a weak instrument. For instance, for
  = 1:2 in Table 3, the sensitivity analysis has power 0.92 for I = 100 pairs
with 50% compliance and power 0.10 for I = 100; 000 with 10% compliance.
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2. A slightly biased but strong instrument may be preferable to a less biased
but weak instrument. For instance, with I = 1; 000 pairs in Table 3, the
sensitivity analysis for a moderately biased but strong instrument (  = 2, 50%
compliance) has power 0.97, but for a much less biased but weak instrument
(  = 1:2, 10% compliance) the power is 0.03, and even for a perfectly valid
weak instrument (  = 1, 10% compliance) the power is only 0.73.
3. In Table 6, for strong instruments, the sensitivity to unobserved biases is mean-
ingfully a¤ected by the magnitude of the e¤ect size, (0   ) =, whereas for
a weak instrument, there is barely any di¤erence between (0   ) = = 1 and
(0   ) = = 12 . Sensitivity to unobserved bias can sometimes be reduced by
increasing the e¤ect size, (0   ) =, say by reducing the unexplained hetero-
geneity  of experimental subjects (Rosenbaum 2005). For instance, Ashen-
felter and Rouse (1998) studied the e¤ects of additional education on earnings
using identical twins, and Kim (2007) compared the earnings of veteran siblings
to estimate the e¤ect of being drafted. Strategies of this sort may be helpful
with strong instruments and largely ine¤ective with weak instruments.
In the WWII veterans data, birth date is a strong instrument near the end of
the War, and a weak instrument in the middle of the War. The e¤ect of WWII
veteran status on earnings is less sensitive to unobserved biases when the instrument
is strong near the end of the War than when the instrument is weak in the middle of
the war. The strong instrument was able to reject a substantial gain in earnings of
$4,500 suggested by Figure 6 even in the presence of an unobserved bias of magnitude
  = 1:5, whereas the weak instrument could not reject a gain of $10,000 even without
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bias,   = 1. Moreover, the larger sample, formed by combining the strong and weak
periods increases sensitivity to unobserved biases; it is better to have the smaller
sample with the consistently strong instrument.
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